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Abstract

Background: During face identification in humans, facial information is sampled (seeing) and handled (processing) in ways
that are influenced by the kind of facial image type, such as a self-image or an image of another face. However, the
relationship between seeing and information processing is seldom considered. In this study, we aimed to reveal this
relationship using simultaneous eye-tracking measurements and near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) in face identification
tasks.

Methodology/Principal Findings: 22 healthy adult subjects (8 males and 14 females) were shown facial morphing movies in
which an initial facial image gradually changed into another facial image (that is, the subject’s own face was changed to a
familiar face). The fixation patterns on facial features were recorded, along with changes in oxyhemoglobin (oxyHb) levels in
the frontal lobe, while the subjects identified several faces. In the self-face condition (self-face as the initial image),
hemodynamic activity around the right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) was significantly greater than in the familiar-face
condition. On the other hand, the scanning strategy was similar in almost all conditions with more fixations on the eyes and
nose than on other areas. Fixation time on the eye area did not correlate with changes in oxyHb levels, and none of the
scanning strategy indices could estimate the hemodynamic changes.

Conclusions/Significance: We conclude that hemodynamic activity, i.e., the means of processing facial information, is not
always modulated by the face-scanning strategy, i.e., the way of seeing, and that the right IFG plays important roles in both
self-other facial discrimination and self-evaluation.
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Introduction

Humans can quickly identify faces within a glimpse. The

cognitive process of face identification contributes to the social

cognition and social skills acquisition related to self-recognition,

and facilitates communication with others. Previous studies have

implicated the role of structural encoding and semantic processing

in face identification. Bruce [1] reported that familiar faces are

recognized more quickly than unfamiliar faces. Familiarity with

specific facial images is also an aspect of social cognition, which is

acquired within 45 h [2] or at two days [3] after birth in human

infants, and the capacity for self-face (one’s own face) recognition

subsequently increases until two years of age. For example,

toddlers can recognize a facial image in a mirror as their own face

[4]. A self-face is identified faster than unfamiliar faces [5] and also

has a strong tendency to gain the participant’s attention;

participants look at their own face for a longer time than that of

an unfamiliar face [6], or find it harder to ignore than a familiar

face [7]. These behavioral findings suggest that the face

identification is modulated by social context, that is, self–other

distinction and familiarity.

To explain the neurophysiological modulation of face identifi-

cation, two approaches have been explored. One of them is the

measurement of eye movements. Previous studies reported several

face-scanning strategies; for example, subjects were more likely to

fixate on internal facial features of a familiar face than on those of

an unfamiliar face [8,9]. In particular, more time was spent

fixating the eye area of familiar faces than of unfamiliar faces [10].

Eyes are an important feature in face recognition [11] and thus,

the absence of the eye or eyebrow areas makes recognizing
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familiar faces difficult [12]. Note that these studies implicated local

scanning strategies for familiar faces, which suggests characteristic

face identification to extract semantic information.

Another approach is noninvasive neuroimaging technique

which identifies the cortical and subcortical pathways used during

face identification. Recently, many studies showed the association

of several brain regions with semantic encoding of faces [13,14].

For instance, in self-face recognition, activation is often seen in the

fusiform gyrus [15], precuneus [16], and frontotemporal regions

[17]. This activation indicates parallel and/or sequential interac-

tion among the brain regions, which in turn may play a crucial

role in mediating face identity node and higher cognitive processes

such as attention, memory retrieval, and discrimination required

by task demands. Indeed, discrimination tasks involving self and

other faces markedly activate the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) in the

right hemisphere but not in the left hemisphere [18,19].

Regarding relationships between information sampling as a

peripheral function and information processing as a brain

function, Dalton et al. [20] reported interesting findings. In their

study, typical individuals and autistic patients performed a face

discrimination task while information sampling and processing

were measured with an eye-tracking method, and by functional

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Autistic patients faced

difficulties in social communication, as typified by fewer eye

contacts or excessive gazing at specific facial features. Those results

showed positive correlations between the duration of fixation on

eyes areas and activity either in the right amygdala or the right

anterior fusiform gyrus in the autistic group. However, typical

individuals do not show significant correlations between fixation

and activity because of a ceiling effect for eye-fixation. Thus,

Morris and colleagues [21,22] explored the subjects’ scanning

strategies to a facial image after instructing them to fixate an area

in a regular scanning strategy for a fixed duration, in order to

explore the connections of scanning strategy and brain activities.

They found that typical scanning strategy (mainly fixation on the

eye and mouth areas) intensified activity in the fusiform gyrus

compared with atypical strategy, such as fixation on the cheek,

chin, or forehead instead of the eyes or mouth.

These three findings indicated the existence of a functional

relationship between scanning strategy and brain activity in specific

areas. Thus, a long duration of gaze on the eye area for familiar

faces [8,9,10] could increase activity in the amygdala and fusiform

gyrus. It is important to determine whether familiarity enhances

activation in the prefrontal cortex, which is thought to be linked to

self-recognition [18,19]. Here, we studied interactive involvement in

facial informational sampling and processing, focusing on the

prefrontal cortex including the IFG in face identification tasks by the

means of simultaneous eye-tracking and near-infrared spectroscopy

(NIRS). NIRS is a noninvasive neuroimaging technique which can

measure hemodynamic activity in the cortex, and the oxygen

extraction fraction is reported to parallel the blood-oxygen-level-

dependent (BOLD) signal measured by fMRI [23]. This technique

enables us to explore brain activities especially in prefrontal cortex

area [24–26]. In addition, with NIRS it is not necessary to fix the

subjects’ body position accurately, as is required for fMRI or

positron emission tomography [27]. Hence, we were able to

perform simultaneous measurements in a natural setting, not in

overly-stressful setting for subjects.

Materials and Methods

Subjects
Twenty-two healthy adults acted as paid volunteers (8 males

and 14 females, aged 22.962.5 years) participated in this study. All

subjects were right-handed, had normal or corrected to normal

vision, and had no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders.

All subjects gave written informed consent before the experiment,

which was approved by the Ethics Committee of National Center

of Neurology and Psychiatry (NCNP), Japan.

Stimuli
We used morphing movies as stimuli in the face identification

tasks, in which an initial image changed dynamically to a target

image [28]. In order to make face-morphing movies, three facial

images were prepared for each subject: a self-face, a familiar face,

and an unfamiliar face. These were prepared from photographs

taken with a digital camera (resolution 72 dots per inch). The self-

face image was a mirror image of the subject’s own face. Each of

the familiar face images was of a friend or coworker of a subject,

whom the subject saw several times per week. The image was

gender- and age-matched for each subject. The unfamiliar face

image was an image of an average face based on people that the

subject had never seen, which were created by Software for Facial

Image Processing System for Human-like ‘‘Kansei’’ Agent

(Information-technology Promotion Agency, Japan) and an

extension tool (Harashima-Naemura Laboratory, University of

Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan). Two types of unfamiliar faces were

prepared according to the subject’s gender: male (from 12 young

men, aged 20–23 years) and female (from 11 young women, aged

20–26 years). All facial images were changed to monochromatic

photographs, devoid of apparent features such as glasses and a

moustache, and were of oval in shape showing main features, such

as both eyes, the nose, and the mouth but not the hair or ears. We

equalized the average luminance of all facial images using a

commercially available software such as Adobe Photoshop CS

(Adobe Systems Inc., CA, USA), and the luminance was kept

constant while the movies were shown to the participants. Before

the experiment, we confirmed person identification to the stimuli

using static facial images in each subject.

Each morphing movie was created from one pair of the three

facial images using WinMorph 3.01 (debug mode: http://www.

debugmode.com). A total of six movie patterns were thus created

for each subject, as follows: from self to familiar or unfamiliar;

from familiar to self or unfamiliar; and from unfamiliar to self or

familiar (Fig. 1). We used the eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth, and an

outline of the facial images as reference items for adjustment to

match the principal components of two different facial images. A

total of 200 morphed frames were generated for each pair of

images; each successive frame represented a 0.5% change from

one image to the next.

The movie stimuli were presented in the center of a gray

background on a 15-inch PC LCD monitor (Dell Inc.; display

resolution was 1280 pixels (width)61024 pixels (height), refresh

rate was 60 Hz) using Experiment Builder version 1.3.40 (SR

Research Ltd., Mississauga, Canada). Size of the movie image was

102 mm (width)6122 mm (length) (visual angle 9.7u611.6u). The

distance between the PC monitor and the eyes of the subject was

600 mm. Movie frames were displayed at 10 frames per second

and the display duration of each movie was 20 s.

Task
Each subject was required to see a black fixation cross

(10 mm610 mm) appeared in the center of the screen for 10 s

(Fig. 2). Then, the subject was instructed to watch the morphing

movie and to press a key button with the right index finger when

he or she thought that the initial facial image had changed into the

target image. When the subject pressed the key button, a static

noise image appeared immediately instead of the movie. Twenty

Face Identification:NIRS Study
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seconds after the initial image was shown, we instructed the subject

to continue looking at the PC monitor for a time period longer

than 40 s. Thus, one trial was almost for 70 s and next trial was

started successively.

Tasks were divided into three conditions, as follows: 1) self-face

changing to familiar or unfamiliar face; 2) familiar face changing

to self or unfamiliar face; and 3) unfamiliar face changing to self or

familiar face (Fig. 1). Each morphing movie was presented at least

three times, so that each subject viewed more than six trials (two

morphing movies6three presentations) in each condition. The

conditions and trials were shown in a random order to the

subjects.

Recordings
Eye-tracking. Real-time eye movements were recorded using

EyeLink Remote (SR Research Ltd.) with a monocular sampling

rate of 500 Hz. A small target sticker was affixed to the forehead of

each subject above the eye being recorded, which allowed the

head position to be tracked even when the pupil image was lost.

Before initiating the experiment, we adjusted the calibration of the

camera to monitor the pupil of the subject’s eye. Then, we

calibrated eye fixation manually using a nine-point fixation

procedure, in which a small black dot was appeared in random

order at a corner on the PC monitor or at a midpoint between the

corners. In the calibration procedure, the subject was instructed to

fixate the dot for more than 1000 ms, and we checked eye-tracking

in the validation procedure in the same way as for the calibration

procedure. These procedures were repeated until an optimal

recording situation was confirmed.

Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS). Changes in oxyhe-

moglobin (oxyHb) levels were recorded using the ETG-4000

(Hitachi Medical Corp., Tokyo, Japan) with 24 channels. Present

system used two wavelengths, approximately 695 and 830 nm, of

near-infrared light whose absorption was recorded to estimate

oxyHb levels. The temporal resolution was set at 100 ms. The

emission probes were located 3.0 cm from the detector probes. This

system could measure changes in oxyHb levels at a depth of 2–3 cm

below the scalp [29]. Five emission and four detector probes were

arranged in a 363 square lattice on each lateral forehead; thus,

Figure 1. Conditions of the face identification task. Directions of
each arrow show the course of the morphing movies (starting from the
initial image to target image): 1) Self-face condition: from self-face to
familiar or unfamiliar face (thick arrows). 2) Familiar-face condition: from
familiar face to self or unfamiliar face (dashed arrows). 3) Unfamiliar-face
condition: from unfamiliar face to self or familiar face (thin arrows). Both
subjects of self- and familiar facial images have given written informed
consents (as outlined in the PLoS consent form) to publication of their
picture. Unfamiliar facial image was artificially created (nonexistent person).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011050.g001

Figure 2. Time course of one trial. Subject saw fixation cross for 10 s and the morphing movie started successively. The subject pressed the key
when he/she thought that the initial image had changed into the target image and then static noise image appeared for the rest of 20 s. After the
movie and noise image, the subject looked at the PC monitor for almost 40 s. We set two baseline data, pre-baseline and post-baseline, to correct the
baseline of raw NIRS data with linear fitting.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011050.g002

Face Identification:NIRS Study
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cortical responses were obtained from a total of 12 locations in each

hemisphere (Fig. 3(a)). The three lowest probes were aligned

between Fp1/Fp2 and T3/T4 in accordance with the international

10/20 system used in electroencephalography, and the mid-probe

was placed around F7/F8.

Analysis
Reaction time (RT) was analyzed in each subject as the

behavioral variable using the EyeLink Data Viewer (SR Research

Ltd.) and was measured as the duration from the onset of the

morphing movie until the subject pressed the key. Eye-tracking

Figure 3. Location of NIRS probes and channels (a) and Fixation pattern maps and topographies for changes in oxyHb levels in one
representative subject (b). (a) Five emission and four detector probes (gray dots) were arranged in a 363 square lattice and the three lowest
probes were aligned between Fp1/Fp2 and T3/T4 (blue dots). The mid probe of the three was placed around F7/F8 (international 10/20 system). We
obtained cortical responses from a total of 12 channels (red dots) in each hemisphere. Numbers in red dots show channel numbers, i.e. 1 means Ch. 1.
(b) Hemodynamic activities in the right hemisphere, especially the areas corresponding with inferior frontal gyrus, were higher in the self-face
condition compared with other conditions, but fixation patterns were similar among all conditions. Each line presents a condition: the upper line
shows the self-face condition, the middle line shows the familiar face condition, and the lowest line shows the unfamiliar face condition. The left
column shows fixation maps and the other two columns show hemodynamic changes, the middle column for the right hemisphere and right column
for the left hemisphere. A two-dimensional Gaussian distribution was applied to each of the fixation maps created. The center of this Gaussian
distribution is the fixation location and its width is set to 1u of visual angle: the height of the Gaussian is weighted by the proportion of dwell time on
each area. Both subjects of self- and familiar facial images have given written informed consents (as outlined in the PLoS consent form) to publication
of their picture. Unfamiliar facial image was artificially created (nonexistent person).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011050.g003
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and NIRS data were excluded from the analysis when the subject

did not press the key.

Eye-tracking data during the task were analyzed for the average

fixation time for each fixation point, the average distance at which

the stimulus was viewed, and the fixation time and the number of

fixations in the facial regions of interest (fROIs). A fixation was

defined as the continuous period of at least 100 ms spent looking

within 1u of visual angle, according to a previous study [30]. The

distance was defined as the saccade amplitude between consec-

utive fixations, and the averaged distance was calculated for each

consecutive fixation in every trial. fROIs were arranged near four

areas: eyes (right eye and left eye), nose, mouth, and other (facial

areas except in eyes, nose and mouth). fROIs of the eyes, nose, and

mouth had the same area sizes, which enabled us to compare the

fixation time and fixation counts of each fROI precisely.

For NIRS data, trials with artifacts caused by body movement

and inappropriate probe settings were excluded before analysis.

The baseline of raw NIRS data in each trial was corrected by

linear fitting procedure based on the two baseline data: the mean

across a 10-s-period just before the morphing movies, and the

mean across a final 10-s period of 40 s after the noise image

(Fig. 2). Then, we filtered the NIRS data by low-pass filter (0.5Hz)

and moving averages with a 5-s time window to reject artifacts

caused by minor movement of the subject. To determine oxyHb

levels, changes in the self-face specific region of the lateral

prefrontal cortex [18,19], ROIs for NIRS data (nROIs) were

arranged with two regions: 1) left inferior frontal gyrus (L-IFG:

channels 1, 2, 4, and 5); 2) right inferior frontal gyrus (R-IFG:

channels 13, 14, 15, and 16). Changes in oxyHb levels in each

nROI were averaged in each condition.

Behavioral and eye-tracking data (only for the average fixation

time and the average distance) were analyzed using one-way

repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with conditions

(self-face, familiar face, and unfamiliar face) as the independent

variable, followed by post hoc analysis using Bonferroni adjust-

ment. Eye-tracking data (for fixation time and counts in fROIs)

were analyzed using two-way repeated measures ANOVA with

conditions (self-face, familiar face, and unfamiliar face) and fROI

(eyes, nose, and mouth) as independent variables in a similar way.

For NIRS data, we subtracted changes in oxyHb levels in the self-

face condition from those in the unfamiliar-face condition (Self

minus Unfam, Self-Unfam) and the changes in the familiar-face

condition from those in the unfamiliar-face conditions (Fam minus

Unfam, Fam-Unfam) in order to remove the effects of face

recognition itself in IFG. These changes in oxyHb levels in stimuli

intervals were analyzed by two-way repeated measures ANOVA

with condition (Self–Unfam and Fam–Unfam) and nROI (Left-

IFG and Right-IFG) as independent variables, followed by post

hoc analysis using Bonferroni adjustment. To explore the relation

between fixation patterns and hemodynamic activities, we applied

multiple linear regression analysis to changes in oxyHb levels in

each nROI as dependent variables with ratios of fixation time to

total fixation time in each fROI as independent variables, and also

calculated Pearson’s r value with NIRS data and fixation time in

the eye area [11]. Data processing and statistical analyses were

performed with Matlab 7.8 (The Mathworks Inc., MA, USA) and

PASW version 18.0 (SPSS Japan Inc., Tokyo, Japan).

Results

Behavioral data
All subjects could identify the three facial images before the task,

and they responded accurately to the morphing movie within 20 s

in every condition. The RTs for self-face, familiar face and

unfamiliar face were 14259.16432.1 (mean6standard error of the

mean (SEM)) ms, 13969.76399.1 ms, and 14607.46449.4 ms,

respectively. There was no significant main effect of the condition

(F(2,42) = 1.4, n.s.) (Table 1).

Eye-tracking data
The average fixation times per fixation point were

424.1613.4 ms for self-face, 421.1613.8 ms for familiar face, and

423.7621.3 ms for unfamiliar face. There was no significant main

effect of the condition (F(2,42),1.0, n.s.). The average distance per

consecutive fixation point was 2.360.1u for self-face, 2.260.1u for

familiar face, and 2.260.1u for unfamiliar face. There was also no

significant main effect of the condition (F(2,42),1.0, n.s.) (Table 1).

Eye-tracking data for one individual are shown in Fig. 3(b).

The ratios of fixation time in each fROI were as follows: self-face,

29.763.1% (eyes), 40.364.3% (nose), and 7.561.3% (mouth);

familiar face, 29.763.6% (eyes), 41.664.3% (nose), and 6.861.5%

(mouth); and unfamiliar face, 30.863.6% (eyes), 40.064.5% (nose),

8.061.6% (mouth). The main effect of fROI was significant

(F(2,42) = 19.5, p,0.001) and post hoc analysis revealed that values

for the mouth were significantly different from those for the eyes and

nose (p,0.001). There was no significant main effect of the condition

(F(2,42),1.0, n.s.) and no interaction (F(4,84),1.0, n.s.) (Fig. 4).

The ratios of fixation counts in each fROI to total fixation

counts were as follows: self-face, 29.863.0% (eyes), 39.564.1%

(nose), and 7.061.2% (mouth); familiar face, 29.763.4% (eyes),

40.864.1% (nose), and 6.461.4% (mouth); and unfamiliar face,

30.663.5% (eyes), 40.064.4% (nose), and 7.361.5% (mouth).

The main effect of fROI was significant (F(2,42) = 21.2, p,0.001)

and post hoc analysis revealed that values for the mouth were

significantly different from those for the eyes and nose (p,0.001).

There was no significant main effect of the condition (F(2,42),1.0,

n.s.) and no interaction (F(4,84),1.0, n.s.).

NIRS data
Representative patterns of hemodynamic activities in a male

subject are shown in Fig. 3(b), and grand average waveforms for

changes in oxyHb level of each condition are shown in Fig. 5.

Table 1. Reaction time (RT), average fixation time for each fixation point, and average distance between consecutive fixations in
each condition.

Condition RT (ms) Average fixation time/point (ms) Average distance between fixations (u)

Self-face 142596432 424.1613.4 2.360.1

Familiar face 139706399 421.1613.8 2.260.1

Unfamiliar face 146076449 423.7621.3 2.260.1

Each value shows mean scores6standard error of the mean (SEM).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011050.t001
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There was a significant interaction of nROI and condition

(F(1,21) = 4.4, p,0.05) and post hoc analysis revealed that on the

right side the subtracted changes for Self – Unfam

(0.02560.01 mMNmm) were higher than for Fam–Unfam

(0.01260.01 mMNmm) (p,0.05). The differences between out-

comes of other comparisons were not significant. Main effects of

neither condition (F(1,21) = 1.7, n.s.) nor nROI were significant

(F(1,21),1.0, n.s.) (Fig. 6). Moreover, no significant main effects of

condition (F(1,21),1.0, n.s.) or nROI (F(1, 21),1.0, n.s.) were

detected, and no interaction (F(1,21),1.0, n.s.) was reported for

subtracted changes in deoxyHb levels.

Comparison between scanning strategy and
hemodynamics

Multiple linear regression models for changes in oxyHb levels

were not significant, as follows: L-IFG (self-face condition):

F(3,18),1.0, p = 0.93; R-IFG (self-face), F(3,18),1.0, p = 0.75; L-

IFG (familiar face), F(3,18),1.0, p = 0.52; R-IFG (familiar face),

F(3,18),1.0, p = 0.64; L-IFG (unfamiliar face), F(3,18) = 2.4,

p = 0.10; and R-IFG (unfamiliar face), F(3, 18) = 1.6, p = 0.29.

There were no significant correlations between the ratios of

fixation time for the eyes and hemodynamic changes of oxyHb

levels in each nROI for all conditions (Fig. 7): L-IFG (self-face

condition), r = 0.06, p = 0.80; R-IFG (self-face), r = 0.13, p = 0.57;

L-IFG (familiar face), r = 20.32, p = 0.15; R-IFG (familiar face),

r = 20.20, p = 0.36; L-IFG (unfamiliar face), r = 20.33, p = 0.14;

R-IFG (unfamiliar face), and r = 20.35, p = 0.11.

Discussion

To identify a face, we sample information by scanning several

facial features, and then apply structural analysis and semantic

encoding in neural networks. A previous study suggested that the

scanning strategy was linked to brain activity, that is much time of

fixation on eyes area intensified activities either in right amygdala

or anterior fusiform gyrus [20]. However, our study raised a

question about the positive relationship between scanning strategy

and brain activities because the strategy was not even remotely

related to the activities in frontal regions involved in face

identification [18,19].

In this study, scanning strategy did not differ significantly

among the facial image conditions, which suggested that subjects

scanned the images with analogous strategies irrespective of the

kind of face. In contrast, hemodynamic activities around R-IFG

changed among the conditions with increased activities in self-face

condition as compared with those in familiar face condition. These

implied that facial information was sampled in similar ways and

then was processed in different ways. To illustrate this, we showed

that there were neither multilinear connections nor correlations

between fixation time on the eyes and changes in oxyHb levels in

the bilateral IFG. On the other hand, previous studies showed that

Figure 4. Ratios of fixation time in the facial region of interest (fROI) to total fixation time. Fixation time for the eyes and nose is
significantly longer than for the mouth area (p,0.001), though the there is no significant difference between fixation time in each condition.
*** p,0.001.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011050.g004
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scanning strategy modulated brain activities in the fusiform gyrus,

which played an important role in the structural analysis of facial

images [20–22]. Thus, the fusiform gyrus might have been equally

activated among the facial conditions because the face scanning

strategy showed no difference among conditions in this study.

Given the results of the present and previous studies, it is

hypothesized that the IFG is activated via a different neural

pathway from scanning strategy and activities in the fusiform

gyrus. A few patient studies support such an interpretation

[31–33]. They found that activities in the frontotemporal areas,

including the IFG, might be driven by an atypical scanning

strategy for face identification, independently or in parallel.

Present NIRS data showed that self-face recognition activated

bilateral IFG. Moreover, the hemodynamic difference between

self- and familiar face conditions was remarkable in R- IFG, not in

L-IFG. Since the NIRS data were cancelled out the effect of ‘‘face

recognition’’ itself by using that in unfamiliar face condition as a

baseline, the equivalence between conditions in left hemisphere

might be reflected on familiarity [34], that is, both of self- and

familiar face images are ‘‘familiar’’ to the subjects. On the other

hand, the R-IFG was significantly activated for self-face compared

with familiar face. This might be caused by less reactivity to

familiar face in R-IFG. Another possibility is that this area has a

specificity to self-face processing. If the R-IFG also involved in

only familiarity same as L-IFG, the difference between conditions

would not show to be statistically significant. The difference was

significant in only right hemisphere, which might imply that R-

IFG was relevant not only with familiarity but also self-face effect

as opposed to L-IFG.

Although these results do not directly confirmed the right

dominancy of self-face recognition, the self-processing specificity in

R-IFG could not be ruled out yet. Previous studies indicated the

unique response in right side in behavioral [28], neurophysiolog-

ical [35], and neuroimaging [19] studies, though a few suggested

characteristics in left side [16,36]. The present finding might

reflect that self-face recognition and self-other discrimination are

processed in a neural network including R-IFG [17–19].

Moreover, R-IFG is also a part of the cognitive system involved

in processing self-information such as self-evaluation or self-

relevance, and it is selectively activated in autobiographical

memory retrieval [37], the process of comparing self-traits with

others [38,39], and judgments of self-face appearance [40]. In our

Figure 5. Grand average waveforms in three conditions. Changes in oxyHb levels in the area corresponding to the right inferior gyrus (right
area surrounded by a bold line) were greater in the self-face condition (red wavelike lines) than in the familiar- (green wavelike lines) and unfamiliar-
(blue wavelike lines) face conditions. Gray areas indicate the 20-s task period and areas enclosed by bold lines are ROIs for hemodynamic activities
(nROI: right for R-IFG; left for L-IFG).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011050.g005
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task, an initial self-image was changed to that of another person in

the morphing movie, which demanded that each subject should

keep the first image in mind as a target for comparison in order to

evaluate the gradually distorted face. Therefore, in the self-face

condition, the subject performed self-evaluation during the task

with some participants making casual remarks with regards to

their own face being distorted, such as having an ‘‘odd feeling’’

and it being a ‘‘strange experience’’. Activities in the R-IFG would

have been relevant to both self–other facial discrimination and

self-evaluation, mechanically or automatically.

On the other hand, the identity of a person in face recognition

was not influenced by eye-movement variations as much as by

hemodynamic changes. Contrary to a previous finding [10],

subjects usually performed similar scanning strategy in all task

conditions, and were more likely to fixate on the eyes and nose

rather than on the mouth. This inconsistency might have resulted

from different task demands. Another study [41] used three

different tasks concerning the effects of facial familiarity on face

processing, using eye-movement measures. The results indicated

that, in specific tasks which focused on higher cognitive systems

such as the recognition or identification of faces, the attention

space of subjects tended to decrease and limited information from

the attention space was processed. Our tasks, using morphing

movies rather than static images [10], required the subject to

evaluate the movie at every moment during the task because the

image changed every 100 ms, so that they had to pay attention to

limited areas, such as the eyes or nose, and the scanning strategy

was similar among the facial conditions. Another possible

explanation of the similar strategy is a cultural effect. Recently,

a research group showed that East Asian people, such as Japanese

and Chinese, made more fixations on the nose area of the face,

and not the eyes or mouth, compared with Western Caucasian

people during a facial recognition task [42]. The subjects in this

study were all native Japanese, and thus most of them might have

used a strategy that ‘‘would be optimal and economical to

integrate information holistically’’ [42] by focusing on the center of

the face, that is, the nose area. This area might be an appropriate

spatial position when subjects scan the image globally, especially

when watching a morphing movie, in which all facial features

dynamically change at the same time. As a result of cultural effects

and task traits, it is possible that the subjects performed an

analogous strategy in all conditions.

Our task setting contained stopping the morphing movie and

changing quickly into a static noise image when the subject

responded. This might lead to a concern that hemodynamic

changes simply reflect the time taken to evaluate stimuli. However,

our results are still validated because RT as a behavioral index was

not significantly different among the conditions in this study. RT

was approximately 14 s, which means that the facial image

contained about 70% of the target facial image when the subject

responded. In a previous study there were no differences in RT

Figure 6. Subtracted changes in oxyHb levels in each nROI.
Changes in oxyHb levels for the unfamiliar-face condition subtracted
from the self-face condition (Self – Unfam) show significant increments
compared with the unfamiliar-face condition subtracted from the
familiar-face condition (Fam – Unfam) in the R-IFG but not in the L-IFG.
(R-IFG: right for R; left for L-IFG). *p,0.05.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011050.g006

Figure 7. Relationships between proportions of fixation time in eye area and changes in oxyHb levels in the R-IFG (R-IFG: right for
R). Three scatter graphs show (A) the self-face condition, (B) the familiar-face condition, and (C) the unfamiliar-face condition). None of the
correlations reach significance at p,0.05.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011050.g007
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between the self-face and the familiar face as the initial image [28].

Our results are similar to the findings of Keenan et al. [28] in the

view of RT variation between the conditions. However, the

subjects in both studies showed different RTs. In spite of having

the same presentation time, 20 s, the RT differed between our

results and those of Keenan et al. [28], where the subjects

responded 9–10 s after the initial image appeared. Other studies

using static morphed images showed that few subjects identified

the facial image as a self-face when the image contained 60% of

other facial factors [17]. These inconsistencies might be related to

the presentation time of single frames. In previous studies, a single

morphed frame was presented for 1000 ms [28] or a static image

was presented for 4000 ms [17] rather than the short duration

used in this study. If a single frame is presented for a long period

with a large gap separating it from the previous frame, the subject

can carefully observe each frame and then discriminate with a

shorter RT. Our morphing movies were presented smoothly and

maintained the subject’s attention to the stimulus (more than half

of the total stimulation time); hence, this task setting might be

efficient for measuring gradual increases in hemodynamic activity

in face identification tasks.

In conclusion, it is suggested that different facial images are

sampled in similar ways but may be processed in ways different to

those in face identification. Further studies are needed to identify

the pathways whereby specific brain activities arise when similar

scanning strategies are used, irrespective of the kind of facial

image, because several regions other than frontal regions such as

the IFG might play crucial roles in face identification. The

combination of eye-tracking and hemodynamic activity measure-

ment should throw light on this topic and allow systematic

interpretation of face identification.
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